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Commons DUBAI, United Arab Emirates, May 5 (UPI)
-- Chemical weapons attacks in the Syrian city of

Palmyra have weakened the United Nations'
ceasefire resolution. The U.N. said several U.N.

monitors were killed when Syrian government forces
fired on its vehicles near Palmyra, allowing them to
retreat. The U.N. blamed Syrian government forces
for the attack. The U.N. said the Syrian government
continued to allow rebels to use the city's ancient

ruins for safe havens and weapons storage, and that
it should be included in the peace talks in Geneva.
The Syria conflict has killed at least 250,000 people

and displaced millions more. The U.N. Security
Council banned the use of all chemical weapons in

2013.
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Move to Trash from the context menu. [Drainage of
lymphoceles after irradiation with 200 Co gamma
rays]. In surgical treatment of irradiation-induced

lymphoceles, the new operative method described
by us and based on extreme mini-laparotomy

drainage is presented. Its indications and
contraindications are discussed. A new method is
provided for drained lymphoceles to be enabled to
control their size using a scaling-down in the size of
a drainage tube. The effectiveness of the surgical
treatment of small and medium-sized irradiation-

induced lymphoceles is estimated at
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